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Abstract

This study was done to identify the relationship of perceived health status, stress, pain and quality of sleep and to identify predictors of sleep quality for elderly people for each gender. Prevalence of sleep disturbance was 74.8% (male elders and 81.6% (female elders). Female elders were significantly lower perceived health status score (t=2.19, p=.029), higher stress score (t=2.93, p=.004), higher pain score (t=-4.04, p<.001), than male elders. In multiple regression analysis, perceived health status, stress, spouse with or without were significant predictors and accounted for 17.6% of male elders’ sleep quality. For female elders, stress was significant predictor and accounted for 12.0%. Findings of this study provide a comprehensive understanding of sleep quality and related factors for elders in Korea. Also, these results could be used in developing sleep promotion program.
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1. Introduction

Elders is the age group that reports sleep disturbance; 70% of elders suffer from sleep disturbance (Lindstrom, Andersson, Lintrup, Holst, & Berglund, 2012). Aging accompanies changes in circadian rhythm and thus changes in sleep pattern, causing sleep problems such as difficulty falling asleep, frequent awakening, difficulty staying asleep, early awakening, lowering of sleep satisfaction, difficulty staying awake during the day, memory loss, and difficulty concentrating (American Academy of Family Physician, 2005).

Elders with sleep disorders run into sick leaves, emergencies, hospitalization, and other medical services (Novak, Musci, Shapiro, Rethelyi, & Kopp, 2004). Moreover, elders’ inappropriate sleep significantly increased morbidity rate and mortality rate, and compared to those without sleep disturbance, those suffering from sleep disturbance had lower quality of life and showed depression and anxiety more often (Neikrug & Ancoli-Israel, 2010). Therefore, there is a need for understanding of changes in elders’ sleep pattern accompanied by aging and a solution to improve elders’ sleep quality is called for.

Elders do not belong to a homogeneous group, but a heterogeneous group that exhibits different characteristics, based on criteria such as gender, social class, and age, which are presumed to affect the sleep quality. Therefore, there is a need to offer helps to improve elders’ sleep quality via analyzing the degree of sleep quality and the factors affecting sleep quality by gender, social class, and age.

The researches regarding elders’ sleep up to date include researches on sleep pattern, on sleep quality, and on sleep disturbance; there are also accumulated research results on elders’ health status, stress and pain. Thus, this research aims to analyze the difference between male
and female elders in all factors that presumably affect sleep quality, including general variables such as perceived health status, stress, pain, and demographic characteristics.

2. Methods

2.1. Setting and Samples

Samples were randomly selected from elders welfare centers and senior citizen centers in City A and City G, Korea. The participants comprised 111 male elders and 190 female elders. Data were gathered from November 5th, 2013 and January 27th, 2014.

2.2. Measures

The perceived health status scale (Speak, Cowart, and Pellet, 1989) was used to measure health status. The stress scale (Lee, 1999) was used to measure the level of stress of elderly. Pain level was measured using Modified Visual Analogue pain rating Scale (MVAS) from (no pain) to 10(maximum pain). The Korean version of the Pittsburgh Sleep quality Index (Sohn, Kim, Lee, and Cho, 1989) was used to measure quality of sleep.

2.3. Data Analysis

Data were analyzed by using percentage, mean, standard deviation, Chi-square test, t-test, Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient, stepwise multiple regression with the SPSS WIN 20.0 program.

2.4. Ethical consideration

Approval for the study was obtained from the Catholic Kwandong University Institutional Review Board.

3. Research Results and Discussions
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3.1. The Gender Difference in Prevalence of Sleep problems of Elders

In Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index, the sleep disturbance incident over the cutoff of 5 points among males and females were 74.8% and 81.6% respectively, and there was no significant difference between males and females. The prevalence of sleep problem among subjects was 74.8%(male elders) and 81.6% (male elders).

3.2. The Gender Difference in Sleep Quality of Elders

The average of male elders’ sleep quality was 6.97± 3.11 point and the average of female counterpart was 7.44±3.18 point; male elders had tendency to take less time to fall asleep, to
have higher sleep efficiency, and to have higher sleep quality due to less interruptions during sleep.

However, subjective sleep quality, sleep duration, use of sleeping medication, and daytime dysfunction were no difference between male and female elders.

3.3. The Gender Difference in Correlation between Sleep Quality and Other Variables of Elders

The sleep quality is negatively correlated to perceived health status in both male (r = -.28, p = .003.) and female elders (r = -.27, p = .003), and thus, the worse one’s perceived health status was, the worse his or her sleep quality was. This result conforms to the report by Neikrug and Ancoil-Israel (2010) that elders’ inappropriate sleep is related to disease morbidity rate and death rate.

For both male elders (r = .36, p < .001) and female elders (r = .30, p < .001), stress has shown a positive correlation with sleep quality: the more stress, the worse sleep quality. Aanes and others (2011) reported that stress caused by inappropriate social relation or loneliness and sleep problems have a strong correlation and supported this research result.

Moreover, female elders’ sleep quality is positively correlated to pain (r = .24, p = .001): the worse her perceived health status is, the worse her pain is, the worse her sleep quality is. That is, pain was related to female elders’ sleep quality but not to male elders’ sleep quality. The sleep disorders were more often reported by the subjects who have experienced pain in four weeks than the subjects who have not. Considering the report that there was a correlation between pain and sleep disorders (Lindstrom et al., 2012), it seems that female elders with higher pain score exhibit a higher correlation between pain and sleep disorders than male elders with lower pain score. Taking into account the fact that most elders suffer from several chronic conditions, efficient nursing intervention for pain management will help improve elders’ sleep quality.

3.4. The Gender Difference in Factors Affecting Quality of Sleep of Elders

For male elders, stress was the most powerful factor, and three factors combined with perceived health status and the presence of spouse explained 17.6% of sleep quality. The presence of spouse is the factor that demonstrated difference in quality of life more among males than among females. According to Jeon’s research (2008), males without spouse had approximately 3 to 5 times lower quality of life than those with. This result is interpreted to be due to traditional Korean society, in which the gender roles are clearly distinguished (Jeon, 2008).

For female elders, stress alone explained 12% of sleep quality. However, stress variable had a greater sleep quality among male elders than among female elders. This is due to that female elders are better supported by family members or friends than male elders are. In case of social support, male elders mainly depend on spouses, but female elders tend to rely on same-sex friends (Knodel & Ofstedal, 2003), and there was a gender difference in stress-reducing strategy.

4. Conclusion

Since stress-reducing strategy is necessary for sleep quality improvement of both male and female elders, a program to reduce stress in the whole local community needs to be developed and applied.
However, the fact that stress besides, sleep quality of male elders and female elders are affected by different factors, implies that different strategies to improve elders’ health are needed for different genders.

Since social relation network especially affects the subjective health status significantly, it is expected of male elders without spouses to expand social relation network, and thus, reduce the negative effect caused by perceived health status and without spouse in order to improve sleep quality.
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